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Independent Limited Assurance Reporı on Ahlatci Metal Refinery's Compliance Reporı
To the Board of Directors and Management of Ahlatcı Metal Refinery

We were engaged by Ahlatcı Metal Rafineri A.Ş. ("Ahlatcı Metal Refinefy or Ahlatcl Refinery") to

provide liınited assurance engagement on Ahlatct Refinery DMCC's refiner's independent liııited

assurance report (the "Refiner's Compliance Report") for the year ended June 30, 2020.

Scope ofour work

The assurance scope consists of the Refineı,'s Compliance Repoıt, which includes a summary of the

assessmeı]t procedures designed and implemented by Ahlatcı Refinery in accordance with

requirement of the DMCC Rules for Risk Based Due Diligence in the Cold and Preçious Metals

Supply Chain Version l . l/20 l 7 (the DMCC Rules) and with the DMCC Review Protocol on

Responsible Sourcing of Precious Metals Annex 3 to DMCC Rules (the "DMCC Review Protocol")

both obtained from the DMCC website dııring 20l9 and 2020.

Responsibilities

The managenrent of Ahlatcl Metal Refinery are responsible for the pı,eparatioıl and presentation ofthe

Compliance Report in accordance with the DMCC's ru|es. This responsibility includes establishing

appropriate risk manageıııeııt and internaI controls from which the repofted inforııation is derived.

Our responsibility is to carry out a limited assurance engagement and to express a conclusion based

on the work perfonıed. We conducted our assurance engagement in accordance with Internatioııal

Standard on Assurance Engageııents ISAE 3000 Assuraırce Engagemeııts other than Audits or

Reviews of Historical Financial Inforınation (ISAE 3000) issued by the lnternational Auditing and

Assurance Standards Board and the guidance set out in the DMCC Review Protocol.

The extent ofevidence gathering procedures performed in a liııited assu[ance engagement is less than

that for a reasonable assurance engagement, and therefore a lower level of assurance is provided.

Our report must not be recited or referred to in whole or in part in any other document nor ınade

available, copied or recited to any other party, iıı any circuınstances, without our express prior written

perınission. To tlıe fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept oİ assume responsibility to

anyone other than the Ahlatcı Metal for our work, for this repoıl or tbr the opinions we lıave formed.
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Limited assurance procedures performed

We planned and perfoıııed our woı,k to obtain all the evidence, inforınation and explanations

considered necessary in relation to the above scope. These procedures included:

. Review whether Ahlatcı Metal Retinery has established robust sustainable supply chain

management systeıns like in the scope ofcompany poIicy, assigning Coınpliance officer's duties and

respon s ibi|ities, holding on training botli their staff and local pı,ecious ınetal market players as

detailed in and referring to Rule l ofthe DMCC guidance and ftılfilling objectives of the review

program as detailed in the DMCC review protocol.

. Review whether Ahlatcı Metal Refinery is able to identify and assess the risks in the supply chain as

detailed in and referring Rııle 2 of the DMCC Rules and fulfilling objectives of the review prograın

as detailed in the DMCC review protocol.

. lnquiries ofrelevant staffat the corporate office responsible for the preparation ofthe Report.

. Review whether Ahlatcı Metal Refinery is has developed and impleınented a risk mitigation and/or

control plan ı,ef'erring Rule 3 of the DMCC Rules and lulfilling objectives of the review program as

detailed in the DMCC review protocol.

. Assessing the suitabiliıy of the policies, procedures and internal contfols that Ahlatcl Refinery has in

place to conforırı to the Standard.

. Review ofa seIection ofthe supporting documentation.

. Enquiries of relevant staff responsible for supply chain manageınent of Ahlatcı Döviz which is one

ofthe ııain supplier of Ahlatcı Refinery aııd also a nıenıber of Ahlatcı Croup ofCompanies.

. Review a sample of the underlying processes and controls which suppoıt the information in the

Repoıt.

. Review ofthe presentation ofthe Repoft to eı-ısı,ıre consistency with our findings.

. Review whether the Ahlatcı Refinery is reporting annually on its measures implemented for

responsibIe sııpply chain due diligence and that the ıl]easures being ıepoıled are consistent with the

independent 3rd party audit review prograın fiııdiıigs as detailed in and ref'erı,ing to step 5 of the

DMCC guidance and fulfilling objectives of the review program as detailed in the DMCC review

protocol.

. Review Ahlatcı Metal's activities related to conducting due diligence for adherence to DMcc's

Ant!Money Laundering and Combating Financing ofTerrorisın Policy (as the minİınum acceptable

standard for AML/CFT due diligence policy) as well as Financial Criıııes lırvestigation Board in
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Inherent limitations

Non-financial information, such as that included in the Repof, is subject to more inherent limitations than

financial information, given the more qualitative characteristics of the subject matter and the methods

used for detenıining such inforınation. Tl,ıe abseııce ofa significant body ofestablished practice on which

to draw allows for the selection of different but acceptable assessınent techniques. The nature and

methods used to determine such information, as well as the assessment criteria may change over time. lt

is important to read Ahlatcı Refinery's methodology described in the Report.

Independence and competency statement

ln conducting our engagement, we have complied with the applicable requirements ofthe Code of Ethics

for Professional Accountants issued by the lntemational Ethics Standards Board for Accountants. ln

conducting our engagement, we confirm that we satisfy the criteria for assurance providers as set out in

the Audit Guidance to cafry out the assurance engagement.

conclusion

In our opinion, in all material respects:

l. The accompanying report by the directors describes fairly the level of general compliance of ıhe

refiner's with DMCC Practical Guidance for Market Paıticipants in the Cold and Precious Metals

lndustry (the "DMCC Guidance"), and wiıh DMCC Review Protocol on Responsible Sourcing of

Precious Metals rvhich collectively is now referred to as the DMCC Rules for Risk Based Due

Diligence in the Gold and Precious Metals Supply Chain (the "DMCC Rules for RBD-GPM")

Version l . 0/2016 as at 30 June 2020.

Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the Ahlatcı

Metal Refinery [elevant structure. policies, procedures, pı,ocesses, activities, due diligence and

KYC/AML/CFT activities, do not generally conform to DMCC Practical Guidance for Market

Participants in the Gold and Precious Metals Industry.

ll,
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Conclusion (Cont'd)

iii. The compliance controls that were tested, as s€t out in the attachment to this report, were

operating with sutİcient effecüiveness for uS to obtain liııited, but ııot absolute, assurance that the

related level of coııpliance were achieved in the period 0l .07.20 l9 to 3 0.06.2020

lstanbul, Turkey, October 27,2020

Aday Bağımsız Denetiıı ve Serbest Muhasebeci Mali Mtişavirlik A.Ş.
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